
Aborígínals and the Lost Ancient Colony Off NT’s Coast
The geographical ‘science’ that aboriginal people were the first inhabitants of the continent of Australia is  
not a fact. It is touted as a fact through radio-graphical tests of ancient aboriginal sites, but radio-dating is 
very far from being accurate enough to produce absolute proof-of-age.1

In fact,  some Australoid peoples on the Australian mainland, bear a striking resemblance to some Sri 
Lankans. This indicates – on face – value that there have been waves of migration of peoples to Australia  
from different places across the globe. This migration is known by geographers, but it is not publicised in 
the media for the general public to understand.

Aboriginal2 Sri Lankan3

Interestingly, the Maori know that they are immigrants to NZ,4 even though they don’t openly admit it.

Recently, scientists have discovered an ancient colony under the sea off the Northern Territory (NT) coast.  
This  further  confuses the issue of  aboriginal  claims to  the land.  Here’s  the abstract  from the science  
journal:

“For most of the period of human occupation of Sahul (the combined Pleistocene landmass of Australia  
and  New Guinea),  lower  sea  levels  exposed  an  extensive  area  of  the  northwest  of  the  Australian  
continent,  connecting  the  Kimberley  and  Arnhem Land  into  one  vast  area.  Our  analysis  of  high-
resolution  bathymetric  data  shows this  now-drowned region existed  as  an  extensive  archipelago…
transforming…into a fully exposed shelf containing an inland sea adjacent to a large freshwater lake.  
These were encircled by deep gorges and escarpments that likely acted as important resource zones and  
refugia for human populations at that time. Demographic modelling shows the shelf had a fluctuating  
potential  carrying capacity…with the capability  to  support  50–500 k people  at  various times.  Two  
periods of rapid global sea level rise at 14.5-14.1 ka5…and between 12 ka and 9 ka, resulted in the rapid  
drowning  of  ~50%  of  the  Northwest  Shelf.  This  likely  caused  a  retreat  of  human  populations,  
registering as peaks in occupational intensity at archaeological sites. We contend that the presence of an  
extensive archipelago on the Northwest Shelf…facilitated the successful dispersal of the first maritime  
explorers from Wallacea6, creating a familiar environment for their maritime economies to adapt to the  
vast terrestrial continent of Sahul.” 7

1 – “Understanding Radiocarbon Dating” unmaskingevolution.com/1-carbon14.htm 
      “How Accurate is K-Ar Dating?”  unmaskingevolution.com/3-k_ar.htm 
2 – GRAPHIC:  atlantablackstar.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/australia-aborigines-460.jpg 
3 – GRAPHIC: c.wallhere.com/photos/50/85/man_men_sri_lanka_worker_colombo_lankan_pettah-1075048.jpg!d 
4 – “Maori Are 'Not Indigenous': NZ First Leader Stands by Comments”
        www.theepochtimes.com/world/maori-are-not-indigenous-nz-first-leader-stands-by-comments-5491339 
5 – ‘Thousand years ago’
6 – The islands between Borneo and Java, and Nui Guinea (New Guinea)
7 – K. Norman et. al. (2024) “Sea level rise drowned a vast habitable area of north-western Australia driving long-term cultural change”
      Quaternary Science Reviews 324 (108418)  www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277379123004663 
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This map shows the geographical context of the research, including the estimated ancient landmasses:8

 (More on this as the archaeologists release updates. The current information is located in the references  
below.)
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NEWS ARTICLE: “Scientists Discover Lost Ancient Colony Off Australia’s Coast”
www.news.com.au/technology/science/archaeology/scientists-discover-lost-ancient-colony-off-australias-
coast/news-story/52bf061ee7b635a02ba51437a56be6d5 

NEWS ARTICLE: “Australia's lost ancient colony, where thousands once lived, now found”
www.msn.com/en-in/travel/news/australias-lost-ancient-colony-where-thousands-once-lived-now-found/
ar-AA1lWREg 

NEWS ARTICLE: “Millions once lived on a land larger than New Zealand. Rising seas swallowed it”
www.wionews.com/trending/nw-submerged-sahul-region-of-australia-once-hosted-around-half-million-
population-study-672143 

SCIENTIFIC REPORT: Quaternary Science Reviews “Sea level rise drowned a vast habitable area of 
north-western Australia driving long-term cultural change”  [data and graphics]
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277379123004663 

SCIENTIFIC REPORT:  LINK  [PDF]
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